PASSIONATE INNOVATION

RS 14
RS 14 EVOLUTION
RS SOLO EVOLUTION
Operating Instructions
Version US

ATTENTION:
It is essential that you carefully read and understand this entire manual prior
to handling, operating or otherwise using the firearm. This manual should
always accompany this firearm and be transferred with the firearm upon change of ownership, or when the firearm is loaned to, presented to, or used by
another person. Your authorized STRASSER dealer can answer any questions
you may have that are not covered in thismanual as well as show you how to
properly use the STRASSER straight-pullbolt action rifle.
These operating instructions, including all warnings, precautions
and notes, apply to all STRASSER straight-pull bolt action rifle
Models RS 14, RS 14 EVOLUTION and RS SOLO EVOLUTION!

i
GENERAL SAFETY RULES:
Never place your fingers or hand in front of the
muzzle. Never look into the muzzle. Never point the
gun at another person or at yourself. Any unauthorized manipulation of the weapon can cause serious
harm or death – it’s your responsibility to keep this
firearm away from children, or those unfamiliar with
its operation. The manufacture expressly disclaims
liability for all kind of accidents which are caused in
particular by, but not limited to the following:
The improper mounting of scopes, drilling into the
chamber of the barrel or any other kind of changes
to the chamber of the barrel and manipulation or
disassembling of the receiver, bolt and bolt head,
beyond what is depicted in this manual Do not install
any replacement parts, change or disassemble the
trigger unit and never use damaged or Non SAAMI
or CIP-conforming ammunition Do not use ammu-

nition that shows signs of damage, is dirty, grease
lubricated, or has a protruding primer. Do not use
ammunition with a weakened or corroded case, or
ammunition that has been exposed to great changes
in outside temperature, such as in a car or unheated
buildings. Unauthorized manipulation of the weapon
can cause serious harm or death.
The STRASSER RS Trigger is perfectly adjusted at
production and does not need any further modifications regarding sear engagement This adjustment
screw is sealed for safety reasons. Manipulating and
adjusting its position is prohibited. If the sear is adjusted to reduce engagement, an unintended shot may
be possible. To avoid such an incident, the manufacturer hereby strongly recommends altering the
sear engagement is done only by a specially trained
technician from HMS Präzisionstechnik GmbH.

WARNING:
Regularly check the functionality of the trigger
when the weapon is unloaded. Oxidized oil
and foreign bodies can impact the performance
of the weapon.
The STRASSER RS 14, RS 14 EVOLUTION
and RS SOLO EVOLUTION have a
combined trigger (direct and set trigger). Only
a specially trained and qualified gunsmith may
adjust the trigger adjustment screw (the set
trigger has a red sealed adjustment screw).

If the warnings and instructions given
hereby are not followed and manipulation or improper use of the weapon
takes place, HMS Präzisionstechnik
GmbH does not accept any liability for
accidents caused by improper use or
manipulation of the product.
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1. Product-Definition
Your new STRASSER straight-pull bolt action rifle
is a highly accurate hunting
weapon engineered to a high level of user
safety. Still, this must not under any circumstances
tempt you to neglect exercising all necessary
precautions or to disregard any applicable laws
regarding the safe use of firearms.
We congratulate you on your purchase
of this product and wish you lots of fun and
great successes with this weapon.
HMS Präzisionstechnik GmbH
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2. General Safety Rules for Handling Weapons

•

Only use ammunition loaded to conform to SAAMI
or CIP standards for maximum breech pressure. A

Attention: Carefully read this manual before using the gun.

Government Proof House has proved each STRASSER

Only pass the gun on together with these instructions.

RS Model with a load generating at least 30 % more
pressure than the legal maximum allowed for that

In addition to this manual, please ask your speciali-

cartridge. No guarantee can be made for the safety of

zed dealer for an in-depth explanation of your gun

the shooter or any bystanders if a cartridge develops

and an instruction on its proper use.

pressure beyond that of its Government proof load.
•

•

•

have been trained in their use and must be kept out of

•

firearm off “Safe”.

Make sure that firearms and ammunition never fall into
the hands of those forbidden by law to use them.

•

Always check downrange before every shot.

Always store firearms separately from ammunition and

•

Only point your firearm at a target that you have
clearly identified.

locked away from those not authorized to have access
•

to them.
•
•

and storage of firearms and ammunition.

•

Fire only against a safe backstop.

Become thoroughly familiar with the features of your

•

If a cartridge fails to fire, do not open the breech for

firearm and practice performing all functions and

at least 60 seconds and keep the muzzle pointed at a

manipulations with it unloaded before using it for the

safe backstop. This will protect you and others in case
of a hang-fire.
•

Consider every firearm as loaded and ready to fire

•

the barrel chamber to determine otherwise. Always

Warning: Risk of burns: Pay attention to your hands!
Barrel becomes very hot with rapid shooting!

treat an unloaded firearm as if it were loaded.

•

Always wear hearing and eye protection when
shooting.

until you have opened the breech and visually checked

•

Do not put your finger on the trigger until you are ready
to fire.

Obey all laws and regulations concerning the carrying

first time.
•

Do not take the firearm off “Safe” until you are ready to
fire. Point the barrel in a safe direction when taking the

the hands of those who have not.
•

Do not load your firearm until immediately before you
intend to use it.

Firearms must only be operated by those persons who

Always keep the muzzle pointed in a direction so that
neither persons nor property would be endangered or

Unload your firearm ...

damaged in case of an accidental discharge.

… before entering a city

Before loading the firearm, always check the cham-

… before entering a building,

berand bore to determine whether oil residue or foreign

… before getting into a vehicle,

matter is present. Oil residue in the chamber or the bore

… before crossing obstacles,

could cause unpredictable shifts in point of impact. Fo-

… before getting in and out of hunting blinds or hides,

reign matter in the bore, e.g. water, snow or dirt, could

… when putting down or handing over the weapon tempo-

cause the barrel to burst upon firing, leading to serious

rarily.

bodily injury or death to the shooter or bystanders
Always make sure that nothing can ever enter the bore
whilst the firearm is in use.
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WARNING: The bolt handle must be locked fully to the rear

3. Assembly and disassembly

before the bolt can be inserted. The bolt cannot be inserted if
3.1 Assembly:

the bolt handle is in a forward position.

You will receive your STRASSER RS Model in a partially
WARNING: Always make sure during assembly that the

assembled condition. Continue with assembly as follows:

bolt head and magazine(s) are correct for the caliber marked
on the barrel.

Fig. 1/1: Draw back the trigger group retainer in the rear of
the receiver housing. Remove trigger group and Allen key
stored there.
Fig. 1/2: Holding the stock and receiver upright, insert barrel

3.2 Disassembly:

(A) into the receiver ring until it stops, making sure that the

Fig. 2/1: Remove magazine.

indexing pin (B) engages the hole in the barrel flange (C).
Fig. 2/2: Pull bolt handle back and open breech halfway.
Fig. 1/3: Insert the bolt from above into the hollow of the

Press in the bolt stop button found on the left inside of the

receiver housing. Close the breech halfway and rotate the bolt

receiver housing and remove bolt.

slightly to make sure that the bolt stop has snapped into the
guide slot on the bolt body. This must be done before closing

Fig. 2/3: Draw back the trigger group retainer in the rear of

the bolt completely, ie., bringing the bolt into battery!

the receiver housing. Remove trigger group and Allen key
stored there.

Fig. 1/4: There is a steel rod located in the forearm. Remove
it, and insert the narrow end into the corresponding hole in the

Fig. 2/4: Insert 4 mm Allen key stored in the trigger group

BEST™ barrel exchange clamp. Turn it (approx. 120°) toward

into the hole in the bottom of the forearm and turn the key

the barrel until it stops. The barrel is now held in place.

anti-clockwise until it stops. Remove Allen key and slide the
forearm off toward the muzzle.

Fig. 1/5: Slide the forearm from the front onto the receiver
housing and, using only the 4 mm Allen wrench stored in the

WARNING: Do not turn the forearm retaining screw in either

trigger group, turn the forearm mounting screw clockwise until

direction unless the forearm is in place!

it is hand-tight. Do not overtighten and do not use a larger
Allen wrench than the one supplied! Holding the bolt in your

Fig. 2/5: Insert the steel rod stored in the forearm into the

support hand, pull the bolt handle back until it stops. Place the

hole of the clamp lever and turn it (approx. 120°) toward the

Allen key back into trigger group and insert trigger group into

magazine well. The barrel is now free to be removed from the

receiver housing until it snaps into place.

receiver housing. Remove barrel from the front.

Fig. 1/6: Insert magazine into magazine well until it snaps
into place.
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4. Barrel exchange

5. Safety and bolt handle lock

There are three caliber groups (note, not all calibers are

The STRASSER RS Model features an ergonomically designed

available in every country):

vertical safety slide (D) that is locked by push-button (E) when
on “Safe”. It works directly on the striker for the maximum in

MIN (mini calibers):

safety.

.222 Rem., .223 Rem., .300 AAC Blackout*)

i

STA (standard calibers):
.22-250 Rem.1), .243 Win., 6 XC, 6,5 Creedmoor,

Attention: Always keep your fingers clear of
the trigger when movingthe safety!

6,5-284 Norma1), 6,5x55SE, 6,5x65RWS, .270 Win.,
7x64, 7 mm-08 Rem., .308 Win., .30-06, 8x57 IS, 8,5x63,

5.1 Put on “Safe”

9,3x62

Press the safety slide (D) downward until the button
(E) engages. The red mark (F) below the slide (D) is no

MAG (magnum calibers):

longer visible.

7 mm Rem. Mag., .300 Win. Mag., .375 Ruger;
.338 Win. Mag.

The STRASSER Model may also be put on “Safe” with the
bolt open so that the rifle cannot fire as a round is being

) Requires a special magazine

1

chambered.

*) Muzzle Thread

5.2 Take off “Safe”
The bolt head must be replaced when changing caliber

•
•

A red mark (F) below the slide is now visible. The rifle is
now off “Safe”.

Only the barrel must be replaced when changing to calibers
within the same group.

Depress button (E) with your thumb and move safety
slide upward until it stops.

groups.

•

A red indicator pin (G) protrudes slightly when the rifle
is cocked.

Make sure that you only use the correct magazine for a
caliber group. The calibers for which a magazine is suitable

Opening a cocked rifle

are marked on the side of the magazine body.

•

To open the breech on a cocked rifle, press in the
safety button (E) with the thumb while at the same time

ATTENTION: Make sure before assembly that the barrel

pushing the safety slide to take off “Safe” and drawing
back on the bolt handle.

shank and the inside of the receiver ring are clean and clear
of foreign matter.

•

The striker can no longer reach the primer after the bolt
handle has opened about 4°. The rifle can fire only
when the breech is completely closed.

5.3 Bolt handle lock
The bolt handle lock reduces the chance of an inadvertent
opening of the breech when the rifle is cocked, and the bolt
is in battery.
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6. Loading

7. Shooting and reloading

•

•

Clean oil from bore and chamber and check for foreign

Push upwards on the safety slide to take the rifle off
“Safe”.

matter.
•

Put rifle on “Safe”.

•

Take aim and pull the trigger. The rifle will fire.

•

To remove the magazine, use the thumb and forefinger

•

Reloading: Pull the bolt handle all the way back until it

of one hand to depress simultaneously both release

stops and then push it completely forward. Working the

buttons found on each side of the receiver.

bolt from the shoulder is easy after a little practice.

•

Remove the magazine.

•

Insert the cartridges one at a time under the feed lips

ATTENTION: Always push the bolt handle forward until it

and against the rear magazine wall and press into

stops, otherwise the disconnector safety will not allow the

place.

cartridge to fire.

•

Make absolutely sure that the ammunition is correct

•

for the caliber marked on both the barrel and the

WARNING: The striker is cocked every time the bolt is

magazine.

cycled. When you interrupt or finish firing, always immediately

With the bolt closed, insert the magazine straight up

put the rifle on “Safe” by pressing down on the safety slide.

into the magazine well until it audibly snaps into place.
•

Pull the bolt handle all the way back and then forward

WARNING: Do not take rifle off “Safe” until just before

again, until it stops. This strips a cartridge from the

firing. If you do not take the shot, put immediately back on

magazine and inserts it into the chamber.

“Safe”. If you take a shot and reload without firing, put the
rifle immediately back on “Safe”.

Make sure that:
The red mark under the safety slide is not visible, the cocking
indicator can be felt and the bolt handle is all the way forward. The rifle is now loaded, cocked, on “Safe”, in

8. Unloading

battery and locked against inadvertent opening.

•

Remove magazine.

•

Press on the safety slide button with your thumb while
at the same time pulling back on the bolt handle until

Attention: Never, under any circumstances,

it stops. This extracts the cartridge from the chamber

load a cartridge into the chamber (barrel)
without a trigger assembly in the locking box

and ejects it.
•

(case).
Without a mounted trigger, a shot
may go off. HMS Präzisionstechnik
GmbH (STRASSER) does not accept
any liability in case of damage.
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Make certain that the chamber is empty.

i

9. Exchanging bolt heads

11. Trigger adjustment

The STRASSER RS Model has a safe and user-friendly

The STRASSER RS features a combination set trigger. The

straight-pull bolt system. To change to a different caliber

single-stage, direct trigger pull can be changed to light/

group, it is necessary to exchange bolt heads (I).

medium/heavy by repositioning the trigger spring pin (N). The
trigger pull can further be lightened by use of the set trigger,

Bolt head removal

which requires the user to take the conscious action of pushing

•

Unload rifle.

the trigger forward, until it clicks. This is a safe and time-tested

•

Remove bolt.

trigger mechanism which has been used in Europe since the

•

Lift up flap (J) and remove bolt head.

19th Century. To set the trigger, push it forward until it clicks.
The release of the set trigger can be adjusted as low as 4 oun-

Bolt head replacement

ces g by means of a screw behind the trigger guard. Be sure

•

Insert the correct bolt head for the barrel caliber, so

you understand the implications of using a trigger this light,

that the indexing pin (K) engages to allow the head to

and if you do not take a shot after setting the trigger, then you

be seated fully against the bolt body.

must unset it! To unset the trigger, operate the bolt.

Close flap (J) until it snaps into place.

Since the trigger may be set regardless of whether the striker is

•

cocked, an automatic interlock safely unsets the trigger when
the bolt is actuated.
10. Open sights

Remove trigger group
•

Unload rifle.

Windage-adjustable rear leaf

•

Remove bolt.

•

•

Draw back the trigger group retainer in the rear of the

A 1.5 mm Allen wrench provides windage adjustment

receiver housing.

at the rear sight (K).
•

If rifle shoots too far left: Loosen the right-hand

•

Remove trigger group.

screw and then tighten the left-hand one.
•

If rifle shoots too far right: Loosen the left-hand

Adjusting trigger pull

screw and then tighten the right-hand one.

•

Grasp spring pin (N) with the thumb and forefinger and
push it into the desired position detent.

Elevation-adjustable front blade (M)
•
•

A 1.5 mm Allen wrench provides elevation adjustment

Replace trigger group

at the front sight (M).

•

If rifle shoots too high: Turn elevation screw

receiver housing until it snaps into place.

anti-clockwise.
•

With the bolt removed, slide the trigger group into the

If rifle shoots too low: Turn elevation screw
clockwise.
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12. Mounting an optical sight

Cleaning the barrel

Does not apply to STRASSER RS 14 Evolution models!

The chamber, bore and barrel exterior must be cleaned

The STRASSER RS 14 is configured for our proprietary three-

and oiled after shooting, before long storage and after

point ball-seat telescopic sight mount. Only one hand is

use in wet weather. All traces of oil in chamber and bore

required to remove or replace the scope. Three point ball-seat

must first be removed before firing.

mount is designed for mounting optical sights with a weight up
to approx. 700 g.

ATTENTION: Always clean the bore from the chamber end.
Do not use steel bore brushes or acidic cleaning agents.

Attaching the scope
•

Firmly hold the receiver housing in the left hand.

WARNING: Always heed the manufacturer’s instructions

•

Hold the main tube of the scope in the right hand.

and warnings provided with the gun care product!

•

Insert the mount’s spherical studs into their receiver

•

recesses and hold in place.

Metal parts

With the thumb of the right hand, rotate the locking

Keep all metal parts clean and lightly oiled.

lever forward until the mount is secured to the rifle.
ATTENTION: Gun stock oil is not suitable for use on metal.
Removing the scope
•

Firmly hold the receiver housing in the left hand.

Stock wood

•

Hold the main tube of the scope in the right hand.

Rub gun stock oil into the forearm and butt stock several

•

Use the thumb of your right hand to simultaneously

times a year.

depress the safety latch and swing the locking lever to
the rear.

ATTENTION: Weapons oil is not suitable for use on wood.

ATTENTION: Always make sure that all mounting surfaces

WARNING: The bolt and trigger assemblies of the

are clean and free of oil or grease.

STRASSER RS Model require little maintenance but oxidized
lubricants could cause them to malfunction. Have your guns-

WARNING: If the distance between the eye and the teles-

mith inspect your rifle at regular intervals, before the shooting

cope is very small or the weapon is not properly seated on

season and before travelling abroad.

the shoulder, injuries can not be ruled out when shooting with
larger calibers. Especially with magnum calibers, attention
must be paid to a correspondingly large, sufficient distance
between riflescope and target eye or on the correct fit of the

14. Transport

weapon on the shoulder.

The best and safest way to transport your rifle is with the
STRASSER gun case featuring double-shell ABS construction

13. Care and cleaning

and three combination locks.

Use only firearm-specific solvents, cleaners, oils and tools.
Careful cleaning and preventive maintenance will ensure that

The STRASSER case is especially designed for the RS 14 and

your STRASSER riflel remains a reliable companion for many

RS 14 EVOLUTION Models and will accommodate two

years to come.

barrels, two large scopes and accessories. With a size of only
9x40x67 cm, it is as compact as the STRASSER rifle it holds.
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1. Product-Definition
Your new RS SOLO EVOLUTION
straight-pull boltaaction magazine rifle is a highly accurate
hunting weapon engineered to a high level of user safety.
Still, this must not under any circumstances
tempt you to neglect exercising all necessary
precautions or to disregard any applicable laws
regarding the safe use of firearms.
We congratulate you on your purchase
of this product and wish you lots of fun and
great successes with this weapon.
HMS Präzisionstechnik GmbH
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2. General Safety Rules for Handling Weapons

•

Only use ammunition loaded to conform to SAAMI
or CIP standards for maximum breech pressure. A

Attention: Carefully read this manual before using the gun.

Government Proof House has proved each STRASSER

Only pass the gun on together with these instructions.

RS Model with a load generating at least 30 % more
pressure than the legal maximum allowed for that

In addition to this manual, please ask your speciali-

cartridge. No guarantee can be made for the safety of

zed dealer for an in-depth explanation of your gun

the shooter or any bystanders if a cartridge develops

and an instruction on its proper use.

pressure beyond that of its Government proof load.
•

•

•

have been trained in their use and must be kept out of

•

firearm off “Safe”.

Make sure that firearms and ammunition never fall into
the hands of those forbidden by law to use them.

•

Always check downrange before every shot.

Always store firearms separately from ammunition and

•

Only point your firearm at a target that you have
clearly identified.

locked away from those not authorized to have access
•

to them.
•
•

and storage of firearms and ammunition.

•

Fire only against a safe backstop.

Become thoroughly familiar with the features of your

•

If a cartridge fails to fire, do not open the breech for

firearm and practice performing all functions and

at least 60 seconds and keep the muzzle pointed at a

manipulations with it unloaded before using it for the

safe backstop. This will protect you and others in case
of a hang-fire.
•

Consider every firearm as loaded and ready to fire

•

the barrel chamber to determine otherwise. Always

Warning: Risk of burns: Pay attention to your hands!
Barrel becomes very hot with rapid shooting!

treat an unloaded firearm as if it were loaded.

•

Always wear hearing and eye protection when
shooting.

until you have opened the breech and visually checked

•

Do not put your finger on the trigger until you are ready
to fire.

Obey all laws and regulations concerning the carrying

first time.
•

Do not take the firearm off “Safe” until you are ready to
fire. Point the barrel in a safe direction when taking the

the hands of those who have not.
•

Do not load your firearm until immediately before you
intend to use it.

Firearms must only be operated by those persons who

Always keep the muzzle pointed in a direction so that
neither persons nor property would be endangered or

Unload your firearm ...

damaged in case of an accidental discharge.

… before entering a city

Before loading the firearm, always check the cham-

… before entering a building,

berand bore to determine whether oil residue or foreign

… before getting into a vehicle,

matter is present. Oil residue in the chamber or the bore

… before crossing obstacles,

could cause unpredictable shifts in point of impact. Fo-

… before getting in and out of hunting blinds or hides,

reign matter in the bore, e.g. water, snow or dirt, could

… when putting down or handing over the weapon tempo-

cause the barrel to burst upon firing, leading to serious

rarily.

bodily injury or death to the shooter or bystanders
Always make sure that nothing can ever enter the bore
whilst the firearm is in use.
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WARNING: The bolt handle must be locked fully to the rear

3. Assembly and disassembly

before the bolt can be inserted. The bolt cannot be inserted if
3.1 Assembly:

the bolt handle is in a forward position.

You will receive your STRASSER RS Model in a partially
WARNING: Always make sure during assembly that the

assembled condition. Continue with assembly as follows:

bolt head and magazine(s) are correct for the caliber marked
on the barrel.

Fig. 1/1: Draw back the trigger group retainer in the rear of
the receiver housing. Remove trigger group and Allen key
stored there.
Fig. 1/2: Holding the stock and receiver upright, insert barrel

3.2 Disassembly:

(A) into the receiver ring until it stops, making sure that the

Fig. 2/1: Remove magazine.

indexing pin (B) engages the hole in the barrel flange (C).
Fig. 2/2: Pull bolt handle back and open breech halfway.
Fig. 1/3: Insert the bolt from above into the hollow of the

Press in the bolt stop button found on the left inside of the

receiver housing. Close the breech halfway and rotate the bolt

receiver housing and remove bolt.

slightly to make sure that the bolt stop has snapped into the
guide slot on the bolt body. This must be done before closing

Fig. 2/3: Draw back the trigger group retainer in the rear of

the bolt completely, ie., bringing the bolt into battery!

the receiver housing. Remove trigger group and Allen key
stored there.

Fig. 1/4: There is a steel rod located in the forearm. Remove
it, and insert the narrow end into the corresponding hole in the

Fig. 2/4: Insert 4 mm Allen key stored in the trigger group

BEST™ barrel exchange clamp. Turn it (approx. 120°) toward

into the hole in the bottom of the forearm and turn the key

the barrel until it stops. The barrel is now held in place.

anti-clockwise until it stops. Remove Allen key and slide the
forearm off toward the muzzle.

Fig. 1/5: Slide the forearm from the front onto the receiver
housing and, using only the 4 mm Allen wrench stored in the

WARNING: Do not turn the forearm retaining screw in either

trigger group, turn the forearm mounting screw clockwise until

direction unless the forearm is in place!

it is hand-tight. Do not overtighten and do not use a larger
Allen wrench than the one supplied! Holding the bolt in your

Fig. 2/5: Insert the steel rod stored in the forearm into the

support hand, pull the bolt handle back until it stops. Place the

hole of the clamp lever and turn it (approx. 120°) toward the

Allen key back into trigger group and insert trigger group into

magazine well. The barrel is now free to be removed from the

receiver housing until it snaps into place.

receiver housing. Remove barrel from the front.

Fig. 1/6: Insert magazine into magazine well until it snaps
into place.
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4. Safety and bolt handle lock
The STRASSER RS Model features an ergonomically designed
vertical safety slide (D) that is locked by push-button (E) when
on “Safe”. It works directly on the striker for the maximum in
safety.

Attention: Always keep your fingers clear of
the trigger when movingthe safety!

i

4.1 Put on “Safe”
Press the safety slide (D) downward until the button
(E) engages. The red mark (F) below the slide (D) is no
longer visible.
The STRASSER Model may also be put on “Safe” with the
bolt open so that the rifle cannot fire as a round is being
chambered.
4.2 Take off “Safe”
•

Depress button (E) with your thumb and move safety
slide upward until it stops.

•

A red mark (F) below the slide is now visible. The rifle is
now off “Safe”.

•

A red indicator pin (G) protrudes slightly when the rifle
is cocked.

Opening a cocked rifle
•

To open the breech on a cocked rifle, press in the
safety button (E) with the thumb while at the same time
pushing the safety slide to take off “Safe” and drawing
back on the bolt handle.

•

The striker can no longer reach the primer after the bolt
handle has opened about 4°. The rifle can fire only
when the breech is completely closed.

4.3 Bolt handle lock
The bolt handle lock reduces the chance of an inadvertent
opening of the breech when the rifle is cocked, and the bolt
is in battery.
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5. Loading

6. Shooting and reloading

•

•

Clean oil from bore and chamber and check for foreign

Push upwards on the safety slide to take the rifle off
“Safe”.

matter.
•

Put rifle on “Safe”.

•

Take aim and pull the trigger. The rifle will fire.

•

To remove the magazine, use the thumb and forefinger

•

Reloading: Pull the bolt handle all the way back until it

of one hand to depress simultaneously both release

stops and then push it completely forward. Working the

buttons found on each side of the receiver.

bolt from the shoulder is easy after a little practice.

•

Remove the magazine.

•

Insert the cartridges one at a time under the feed lips

ATTENTION: Always push the bolt handle forward until it

and against the rear magazine wall and press into

stops, otherwise the disconnector safety will not allow the

place.

cartridge to fire.

•

Make absolutely sure that the ammunition is correct

•

for the caliber marked on both the barrel and the

WARNING: The striker is cocked every time the bolt is

magazine.

cycled. When you interrupt or finish firing, always immediately

With the bolt closed, insert the magazine straight up

put the rifle on “Safe” by pressing down on the safety slide.

into the magazine well until it audibly snaps into place.
•

Pull the bolt handle all the way back and then forward

WARNING: Do not take rifle off “Safe” until just before

again, until it stops. This strips a cartridge from the

firing. If you do not take the shot, put immediately back on

magazine and inserts it into the chamber.

“Safe”. If you take a shot and reload without firing, put the
rifle immediately back on “Safe”.

Make sure that:
The red mark under the safety slide is not visible, the cocking
indicator can be felt and the bolt handle is all the way forward. The rifle is now loaded, cocked, on “Safe”, in

7. Unloading

battery and locked against inadvertent opening.

•

Remove magazine.

•

Press on the safety slide button with your thumb while
at the same time pulling back on the bolt handle until

Attention: Never, under any circumstances,

it stops. This extracts the cartridge from the chamber

load a cartridge into the chamber (barrel)
without a trigger assembly in the locking box

and ejects it.
•

(case).
Without a mounted trigger, a shot
may go off. HMS Präzisionstechnik
GmbH (STRASSER) does not accept
any liability in case of damage.
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Make certain that the chamber is empty.

i

8. Exchanging bolt heads

10. Trigger adjustment

The STRASSER RS Model has a safe and user-friendly

The STRASSER RS features a combination set trigger. The

straight-pull bolt system. To change to a different caliber

single-stage, direct trigger pull can be changed to light/

group, it is necessary to exchange bolt heads (I).

medium/heavy by repositioning the trigger spring pin (N). The
trigger pull can further be lightened by use of the set trigger,

Bolt head removal

which requires the user to take the conscious action of pushing

•

Unload rifle.

the trigger forward, until it clicks. This is a safe and time-tested

•

Remove bolt.

trigger mechanism which has been used in Europe since the

•

Lift up flap (J) and remove bolt head.

19th Century. To set the trigger, push it forward until it clicks.
The release of the set trigger can be adjusted as low as 4 oun-

Bolt head replacement

ces g by means of a screw behind the trigger guard. Be sure

•

Insert the correct bolt head for the barrel caliber, so

you understand the implications of using a trigger this light,

that the indexing pin (K) engages to allow the head to

and if you do not take a shot after setting the trigger, then you

be seated fully against the bolt body.

must unset it! To unset the trigger, operate the bolt.

Close flap (J) until it snaps into place.

Since the trigger may be set regardless of whether the striker is

•

cocked, an automatic interlock safely unsets the trigger when
the bolt is actuated.
9. Open sights

Remove trigger group
•

Unload rifle.

Windage-adjustable rear leaf

•

Remove bolt.

•

•

Draw back the trigger group retainer in the rear of the

A 1.5 mm Allen wrench provides windage adjustment

receiver housing.

at the rear sight (K).
•

If rifle shoots too far left: Loosen the right-hand

•

Remove trigger group.

screw and then tighten the left-hand one.
•

If rifle shoots too far right: Loosen the left-hand

Adjusting trigger pull

screw and then tighten the right-hand one.

•

Grasp spring pin (N) with the thumb and forefinger and
push it into the desired position detent.

Elevation-adjustable front blade (M)
•
•

A 1.5 mm Allen wrench provides elevation adjustment

Replace trigger group

at the front sight (M).

•

If rifle shoots too high: Turn elevation screw

receiver housing until it snaps into place.

anti-clockwise.
•

With the bolt removed, slide the trigger group into the

If rifle shoots too low: Turn elevation screw
clockwise.
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11. Care and cleaning

12. Transport

Use only firearm-specific solvents, cleaners, oils and tools.

We recommend using STRASSER’s soft case as a transport

Careful cleaning and preventive maintenance will ensure that

protection for the RS SOLO EVOLUTION. This soft case can

your STRASSER riflel remains a reliable companion for many

be secured by a combination lock (not included in delivery

years to come.

contents).

Cleaning the barrel
The chamber, bore and barrel exterior must be cleaned
and oiled after shooting, before long storage and after
use in wet weather. All traces of oil in chamber and bore
must first be removed before firing.
ATTENTION: Always clean the bore from the chamber end.
Do not use steel bore brushes or acidic cleaning agents.
WARNING: Always heed the manufacturer’s instructions
and warnings provided with the gun care product!
Metal parts
Keep all metal parts clean and lightly oiled.
ATTENTION: Gun stock oil is not suitable for use on metal.
Stock wood
Rub gun stock oil into the forearm and butt stock several
times a year.
ATTENTION: Weapons oil is not suitable for use on wood.
WARNING: The bolt and trigger assemblies of the
STRASSER RS Model require little maintenance but oxidized
lubricants could cause them to malfunction. Have your gunsmith inspect your rifle at regular intervals, before the shooting
season and before travelling abroad.
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Conditions of Warranty
1. Manufacturer’s Warranty

3. Scope of Warranty

This warranty of the HMS Präzisionstechnik GmbH excludes,

Warranty performance does not effect or imply, neither for

if applicable, whatever warranty performance the dealer

the rifle nor for the installed replacement parts, a renewal

might be prescribed by law to give at his own expense. The

of the warranty or an extension of the warranty period. The

warranty extends only to the first purchaser provided he is

warranty period for installed replacement parts ends with the

also a resident of the country where the rifle was bought. The

warranty period for the entire rifle.

warranty extends only to the metal and synthetic parts of the
rifle and to the original STRASSER three-point ball-seat scope

4. Exclusions

mount, but not to any optical or other sight fitted therewith.

This warranty does not apply to:

Since all wooden parts of the rifle require special care and

•

Damage due to force majeur or environmental impact.

they, of natural material, also undergo a natural transfor-

•

Repairs, modifications or other work performed by
unauthorised parties.

mation, wooden parts are excluded from this warranty. The
•

warranty period is for three years beginning with the date

Use of reloaded ammunition or ammunition not approved by the CIP.

of purchase and covers all defects and damage to the rifle’s
•

metal and synthetic parts that prove to be caused by defective

Damage as a result of normal wear, of disregard for

materials or manufacturing errors. Under such conditions,

the operating instructions or of improper use or manipu-

the manufacturer absorbs the costs of materials and labour.

lation; or how that represents mechanical damage of

For performance on warranty claims, the rifle must first be

any art.

delivered through an authorised STRASSER dealer. The customer carries risk and cost of carriage, both ways. Warranty

The warranty does not cover optical sights or mounts made

performance is the manufacturer’s choice whether to repair or

by other than HMS Präzisionstechnik GmbH. Further or other

replace defective parts. Any defective parts replaced remain

claims, especially those for compensation for subsequent

as property of the manufacturer.

damages beyond those to the rifle itself, are, unless a legal
liability is mandatory, excluded from this warranty.

2. Accuracy guarantee
The accuracy of a firearm is dependent upon many factors.
The most important factor is the ammunition. Not every barrel
shoots equally well with every ammunition sort and there can
be significant differences in performance. The optical sight
and its mount are equally important. Parallax, loose reticles,
defective reticle adjustments and an inferior mount are the
most common causes of poor shooting. That is why you should
use major brand optics mounted by a qualified gunsmith. Try
out several different sorts of ammunition to find out which one
is best for your rifle. Ammunition of the same manufacturer
and formulation may show varying degrees of accuracy and
points of impact from one lot and from one rifle to another.
With an optimal combination of ammunition, sight and mount,
we guarantee an outstanding accuracy for our rifles. Claims
regarding accuracy must be made in writing within 30 days of
the date of sale. We reserve the right to engage the services
of an independent institute such as DEVA or a government
proof house to conduct the inspection and testing.
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PASSIONATE INNOVATION

Country-specific deviations of the versions possible. | Technical changes, typographical errors and errors excepted.
STRASSER hunting and sports guns will only be supplied to persons in possession of the necessary purchasing licence and only
via STRASSER’s authorised specialist shops!

HMS Präzisionstechnik GmbH, Gewerbestraße 11, 5301 Eugendorf/Austria | HMS-STRASSER.com

